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City Chic
Burnished steel and sleek mosaics
have turned this small north London
plot into a garden its owners can
enjoy spending time in
WORDS VERONICA PEERLESS
PHOTOGRAPHS MARIANNE MAJERUS

W

hen Emily Baty and her
husband Cliff moved into
their house in north London,
they were keen to enjoy
their outside space having
previously lived in flats. The slippery decking and
tired lawn weren’t very enticing, however, so Emily
searched for a designer who could create a garden
“with a look and feel that was a bit different”.
Emily came across the portfolio of Sara Jane
Rothwell and liked what she saw. “The gardens
were simple and pretty but had different textures
and materials,” she says. The pair met to discuss
ideas; Sara Jane then collaborated with her employee,
JoanMa Roig Ortiz, to come up with a design.
Emily’s brief was simple: she wanted to make
more of the 13m by 7m, north-facing garden. “We
also wanted to lose the decking and replace it with
something lighter and – this sounds a bit diva-ish – a
solution to the boundary opposite the kitchen doors.”
This boundary, according to Sara Jane, was the
biggest challenge the designer faced: “It was made up
of the brick wall of the neighbouring extension,
a fence and some lead coping – all at different
heights. It really needed unifying.” Inspired by the
wallpaper she had spotted in Emily’s kitchen, Sarah
came up with the idea of an outdoor feature wall.
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FACT FILE
Designer Sara Jane Rothwell at London
Garden Designer, 16 Highgate West Hill,
London N6 6NP. Tel: 07976 155 282;
www.londongardendesigner.com
Garden built by Wootten Landscapes,
Tel: 07887 847770. The company also
sourced most of the materials used in
the garden.
Corten steel supplied by contractor;
try Glen Metals, www.glenmetals.co.uk.
Feature wall made using Cristallo
Sfumature mosaic tiles from Trend, applied
to a fibre cement board backing using
flexible Mapei exterior adhesive.
Tel: 0870 042 7450; www.trend-group.
com/en_GB.
Seastone porcelain paving tiles in grey
from Atlas Concorde www.atlasconcorde.
it/en/collections/seastone.
Mortar planters on patio from Urbis,
30 Full Sutton Industrial Estate
Full Sutton, York YO41 1HS.
Tel: 01759 373839;
www.urbisdesign.co.uk
Pleached trees supplied by
Readyhedge, Court Gate Nursery, Station
Road, Eckington, Pershore, Worcestershire,
WR10 3BB. Tel: 01386 750585;
www.readyhedgeltd.com
Plants from The Palm Centre, Ham
Central Nursery, Ham Street, Ham,
Richmond, Surrey TW10 7HA.
Tel: 020 8255 6191;
www.palmcentre.co.uk
Lighting installed by Garden Lighting
London, 10a High Road, Buckhurst Hill,
Essex IG9 5HP. Tel: 020 8505 6270;
www.gardenlightinglondon.co.uk
Manutti dining set on the patio from
Go Modern, 565 King’s Rd, London
SW6 2EB. Tel: 020 7731 9540;
www.gomodern.co.uk
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Above Pleached

liquidambar trees,
underplanted simply
with box cubes.
Below The existing fig
won a reprieve and now
casts beautiful shadows.

The resulting boundary, covered in beautiful mosaic
tiles, bounces light around, and complements the
new grey porcelain paving. “I didn’t think it would
be possible to create something so consistent and
attractive,” says Emily.
Emily’s main wish – to enjoy the garden more –
was resolved by putting a dining
area in the back part of the
garden, the sunniest area. The
Cedec gravel in the top part of
the garden reflects the light. “We
sat there a lot last summer,” says
Emily. “It was nice to sit in the
shelter of the fig tree.”
The fig was already in the
garden, and was initially going
to be replaced with a multistemmed amelanchier. “But as
we cleared around it, we saw its
lovely shape,” says Sara Jane. “It
now casts beautiful shadows.”
Four photinias at the back of the
garden were also kept, as were
fences to the back and right.
Coppery Corten steel is used

Above The dining area

at the top of the garden
benefits the most from
the sun.
Below Corten steel is
used throughout, tying
the design together.

throughout the garden – on the risers, as vertical
panels on the fence and to clad retaining walls. “We
use Corten a lot,” explains Sara Jane. “It’s such an
amazing material. It’s like an art installation – it’s
constantly changing. It was grey when it first went in,
and now it’s orange. It eventually goes deep purple.”
The fiery tones of the Corten are echoed by the
new ‘feature fence’, made of cedar, on the lefthand side of the garden, and the autumn colours
of the seven pleached liquidambars to the right.
Liquidambar styraciflua is one of Sara Jane’s
favourite trees, and one that she does not get to
plant very often, since free-standing specimens
are too large for most London gardens. “The poor
contractors had to go through the house with them.
They weighed around 300 kilos each!”
Sara Jane relished the opportunity to devise
a planting plan for shade – her favourite type of
planting – near the house. She included the coppertinted Dryopteris erythrosora (“I use it a lot with
Corten steel”), Hakonechloa macra and perennials
for year-round interest. Initially, the pleached
liquidambars were to be underplanted with a box
hedge. “But the rootballs were so big that I opted for
cubes.” Consequently, they are simply interplanted
with Erigeron karvinskianus.
Of the finished garden, Emily says: “We love it.
It looks lovely, even on a horrid December day.” Sara
Jane says that if a client is happy with a garden, she is
happy, too. “I love the Corten, and the feature wall,”
she says. “In every garden I try to introduce a new
detail. It keeps us on our toes – it would be too easy
to do the same stuff all the time.”
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Design Details
Feature wall

The 6m-long feature wall disguises an unattractive
boundary. Sara Jane was keen to use some tiles by
Trend; they were made to her specifications and are
lighter at the top and darker at the bottom; some are
decorated with gold leaf. They are cleverly attached
to panels of cement fibre board (“rather like what
you would use in a shower cubicle”) within timber
frames – a practical and economical alternative to
concrete blocks. A fence behind the wall was erected
in the neighbour’s garden.

Corten steel

Corten steel is a “subtle and important feature” in
many of Sara Jane’s gardens. “People don’t realise
that it is also an economical material if it is from
the right source. My contractor has a good primary
source and is able to cut out the middle men – the
importers, the place where it is cut et cetera – to keep
the costs down.”

Japanese anemones, Erysimum ‘Bowles’s
Mauve’ and Anemanthele lessoniana; evergreen
Trachelopspermum jasminoides covers the
fence. Emily and her husband are not gardeners,
so a gardener comes in every few weeks to keep
the space looking good.

Pleached trees

Cedec gravel

Pleached trees are ideal for London gardens – they
create privacy and don’t take up much planting
room. As long as the trees are deciduous, there is
no restriction on height. “I saw these liquidambars
at the nursery and fell in love,” says Sara Jane. Tree
stems and panels are available in different sizes;
these have 1.5m clear stems and 1.5m panels.

Planting

Sara Jane loves finding plants for shade. Her
contemporary planting scheme near the house
includes her favourite fern, Dryopteris erythrosora,
as well as Euphorbia amygdaloides var. robbiae,
Helleborus ‘Ashwood White’, Penstemon ‘Raven’,
Liriope muscari ‘Big Blue’, and two multi-stemmed
amelanchiers for autumn colour. The sunniest part
of the garden is planted with Verbena bonariensis,

A number of options were considered for the
dining area, including resin-bound gravel (only
economical if installed over a large area) and
gravel on a honeycomb system (not comfortable
to walk on, or easy to move furniture on).
“Cedec gravel is cheaper than paving and is
seamless, with no joins. It also works well
around the fig tree, as it is free draining,” says
Sara Jane. “It is relatively low maintenance but
does need to be used and walked on, otherwise
it can get mossy.”

Lighting

Sara Jane devised a lighting plan, which included
spike spot uplighters to highlight the pleached trees
and photinias, a recessed uplighter for the fig tree
and semi-recessed LED step lights. It was installed
by a lighting specialist.

Boundaries

The existing fencing on the right-hand side and at
the back of the garden were also kept and painted
dark grey: “partly because of budget, partly because
we wanted them to recede”. The left-hand fence,
built by the contractor, was made using cedar of
varying widths, to give it added texture and interest.
It has contrasting vertical panels of Corten steel.

Patio area

The patio area is covered with porcelain tiles.
Unlike, say, sandstone, they are non-porous, which
means there was no risk of staining from run-off
from the Corten steel risers.
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Clockwise from top The
mosaic feature wall
helps make the garden
feel part of the kitchen;
young bronze fronds of
Dryopteris erythrosora;
Corten steel edged steps
to the lawn are lit with
LED lights.

